Spinoff from high energy physics
by Hans Hoffmann
Hans Hoffmann of CERN - economic
usefulness and technological relevance also
become criteria for a basic science like high
energy physics.

T

his year the CERN Courier is
featuring the spinoff and techno
logical benefits arising from research
in fundamental physics. After initial
illustrations in applied data process
ing sectors (January/February,
page
25, and March, page 20), this article
by Hans Hoffmann of CERN exam
ines the rationale and underlying
objectives of the 'new awareness' of
the market value of basic science. He
is the Chairman of a new panel on
the subject set up recently by the
International Committee for Future
Accelerators (ICFA). The other
members are: Oscar Barbalat of
CERN, Hans Christian Dehne of
DESY, Sin-ichi Kurakawa of KEK,
Gennady Kulipanov of the Budker
Institute (Novosibirsk), Anthony
Montgomery, formerly of the SSC, A.
H. Walenta of Siegen, Germany, and
Zhongqiang Yu of IHEP Beijing.

High energy physics - the quest to
find and understand the structure of
matter - is mainly seen as an essen
tial part of human culture. However
this basic science increasingly has to
jostle for funding attention with other
branches of science.
Applied sciences aim for a rapid
transformation of investment cash
into viable market products. In times
of economic difficulties this is attrac
tive to funding agencies and govern
ments, and economic usefulness and
technological relevance also become
criteria for a basic science like high
energy physics.
Despite its primarily intellectual
objectives, high energy physics does
have a substantial track record of
spinoff successes, but this is often
overlooked when attention focuses
on breakthroughs in understanding.
An outstanding example of such a
spinoff was the discovery of the
production of X-rays by electrons by
Rontgen in 1895.
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But a good starting date for a
review of modern accomplishments
is around 1960, when major laborato
ries like Brookhaven (US) and CERN
(Europe) became operational with
new big accelerators and experi
ments. Important developments have
resulted from the predominantly
international culture of the field, with
research institutes from all over the
world collaborating on projects and
experiments.

Achievements
Particle physics, with its large and
complex tools - accelerators and
detectors - is itself a very successful
technology.
The advance of the field is meas
ured by the steady increase in spatial
resolution to find smaller and more
fundamental building blocks of
matter, and the associated ability to
produce enough energy to create
more massive fundamental objects.
The particles now being routinely
studied are as heavy as middle
weight nuclei.
Although research capability as
measured by these benchmarks still
increases exponentially with time, the
same does not apply to the re
sources in terms of money and
people.
In the last twenty years these
resources have at best remained
constant, and in some cases are
being reduced.
High energy physics is mainly an
experimental science, and its
strength is the global focus of atten
tion on a few key issues. Successes
in terms of new discoveries or new
technologies are acknowledged by
the fact that of the 33 Nobel prizewin
ners in physics of the last 15 years,
more than one-half were particle
physicists.

A combination of applied

sciences

With experiments becoming more
and more challenging, scientific
breakthroughs frequently follow in the
wake of new ideas and technology. A
major fraction of particle physics
activity is applied physics, technology
and informatics work, where the
goals of innovation, quality and
improved cost-performance resemble
those of industry.
The spinoff process works in both
directions. Some technologies were
driven directly by demands for high
performance accelerators and
detectors, where other fields have
profited. In turn high energy physics
has adapted many new technologies
from industry or other fields of sci
ence.
Not that long ago, this kind of
science was a relatively modest
activity, but with experimental col
laborations now involving hundreds
of researchers from several conti
nents, this has led to the develop
ment of a sophisticated infrastructure
with high level of organization.
Communications, both at high speed
and involving large amounts of data,
are commonplace and have pushed
this technology to the limit.
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The complex experiments of particle physics,
like Aleph at CERN's LEP electron-positron
collider, have special technological demands
(Photo CERN EX60.4.93)

The basic research engine - accel
erators and detectors - must be very
reliable. These central facilities are
operated non-stop for substantial
fractions of the year and hundreds of
researchers are dependent on them
for their livelihood.
Despite being highly complex,
accelerators and detectors typically
reach around 8 0 % operating avail
ability. Successful operation of an
experiment means that at most 1-2%
percent of its many thousands of
electronic readout channels can be
'down' at any one time. The yearly
running time of some accelerators
(for example the 28 GeV PS proton
synchrotron which is the kingpin of
CERN's beam system, despite being
some 35 years old!) exceeds those of
baseload electrical power plants.

Technologies influenced by
accelerators
There is a long list of technologies
which have benefited from accelera
tor know-how: superconductivity and
cryogenics; ion sources; ultrahigh
vacuum and related science;
radiofrequency and microwave
engineering; mechanical engineering;
electrical engineering and power
electronics; controls; instrumentation;
and surveying, as well as accelerator
technology itself. (We hope to cover
this latter spinoff sector later this
year.)

Technologies influenced by
experiments
The benefits from physics experi
ment techniques make an impressive
list, worthy of a major article. They
include; measuring devices for
ionizing particles (of which the Geiger
counter was the first of many!); data
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acquisition systems; computer
controls; on-line pattern recognition
and data selection at very high rates;
simulation work; computing and
networking; analog-digital conver
sion; laser technologies; digital
readout systems (CAMAC),

Accelerator

applications

For those who can remember that
far back, this was covered in a
previous article by Oscar Barbalat
(December 1989, page 13). As well
as research in particle, nuclear and
atomic physics, accelerator applica
tions cover an impressive field condensed matter and material
sciences by synchrotron radiation;
condensed matter and material
sciences by ion beams; condensed
matter and material sciences by
neutrons from spallation sources;
radiation for use in chemistry and
biology; applications in medicine for
diagnostics and radiotherapy; indus
trial processing such as ion implanta
tion, radiation processing, food
preservation, hygiene,....; power

engineering and energy research;
radioactive waste incineration;

Simulation
Once science was either theory or
experiment. With the availability of
high speed and powerful computers,
simulation now offers a complemen
tary approach. High energy physics
institutes devote half of their sizeable
computing capacities on simulations
and have attained a very high level of
expertise. Codes like EGS (ElectronGamma Showers) developed in
international collaborations and
distributed by SLAC (Stanford) to
more than a thousand users outside
the field are prerequisites for exam
ple in all studies of cancer research
and treatment by electron accelera
tors. Significant advances in under
standing nuclear cascades have
come from hadronic shower
simulations. Such codes can now be
used, for example, for spallation
source designs and in inertial fusion
research.
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Patents and

Computing and

networking

In the quest for rarer and rarer
phenomena, physics has to work on
larger data samples, requiring in turn
higher and higher event rates. The
high speed data flow inside the
experiments at CERN's planned LHC
proton-proton collider is comparable
in bits/sec to the total public telecom
munication rate world-wide! To cope
with such immense data rates needs
state-of-the-art and beyond in com
puters, pattern recognition devices
and software for analysis and simula
tion.
With these high data rate experi
ments also involving large collabora
tions spread out across the world, an
essential communications ingredient
is computer networking, including the
latest features of tele-cooperation,
tele-operation of supervisory tasks in
a detector and exchange of CAD and
other digitized data. International
data communication at an institute
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The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF), Grenoble, France. Synchrotron
radiation for studying the structure of matter a direct spinoff from particle physics - is now a
research industry in its own right.

like CERN has an international
throughput comparable to that of a
medium sized European country!
At least half of the activities around
a big experiment are concerned with
informatics, many covering collabora
tions with industry. Pilot develop
ments like the World Wide Web
(CERN) providing quasi-simultane
ous access to data held a range of
computers world-wide have been
adopted and developed further by
specialist sectors.
Parallel processing and filtering of
vast amounts data is being pioneered
by high energy physics institutes.
Theoretical physicists at Rome
have developed a computer of
unprecedented capacity at very low
cost. Designed for lattice gauge
calculations, its is now being sold
elsewhere.

Copyrights

Today funding agencies evaluating
the technological potential of visible,
large and expensive pure or applied
sciences like to use "hard" indicators
like patents and copyrights and the
economic benefits derived from
them. In applied science and industry
on average 0.1 patents per scientist
or engineer per year are expected.
Funding agencies can then rate
research institutes according to
patent performance.
High energy physics does not file
many patents. The principle reason is
not so much a lack of interesting
technological potential but the tradi
tion of free collaboration, with results
published in open and easily accessi
ble journals.
Another reason is that direct appli
cation of a research idea is not
obvious, even to the most far-sighted
scientists. There is normally little
incentive to get involved in the
laborious and costly patenting proce
dure, and no funds available.
To solve the question of who owns
intellectual property in large and
international collaborations, a policy
could be adopted along the lines
used for authorship of published
papers. Patents would then be
owned by rather large groups.
However patents taken in a scientific
field should be available free of
charge to the whole field to promote
further progress.

Economic

utility

CERN has commissioned studies
(in 1975 and 1984) on high technol
ogy industrial contracts worth about
750MCHF. Industries were asked to
estimate the economic benefit arising
from what they had learned as a
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International data communication at an
institute like CERN has an international
throughput comparable to that of a medium
sized European country.

result of working with and for CERN .
The average gain from subsequent
sales to other customers was esti
mated to be three times the value of
the 'seed' CERN contract.
A similar study has been carried out
by in Japan by the KEK Laboratory,
covering 1971-1991 purchases in
industry of items each costing at
least 5 million yen and totalling
almost 100 billion yen. This corre
sponds to half KEK's material ex
penditure in that period. The results
indicated sales increases of more
than 10% in more than half of the
cases and cost reductions of more
than 10% in about half of the cases.
While interesting, such studies are
not very convincing. Rather than the
market itself expanding, the result is
often a shift from one supplier to
another.
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Construction of Beijing's BEPC
electron-positron collider made
several Chinese industries deliver
goods corresponding to Western
standards in some key technologies.
This was achieved in close collabora
tion with Beijing's IHEP Laboratory.
The benefits were subsequently
acknowledged by the industrial
partners, who were able to go on to
further challenging contracts, some
times in consultation with IHEP staff.
While these advantages are now
clearly established, there is no clearly
established way of measuring eco
nomic utility. The benefits are often in
special areas which do not impact
significantly on the statistics used in
major economic barometers. For
example many physics spinoffs are in
the field of measuring devices, which
do not in themselves have a market

like mass-produced items, but
nevertheless play key roles in manu
facturing processes and in sciences
like medicine.
Another example is flight security,
where new sensitive devices to
monitor baggage and air cargo are
based on high energy physics tech
nology. To equip all airports with
such devices does not in itself
represent a major outlay judged by
the yardstick of national GNP, but it
has major implications for air traffic,
which does.
High energy physicists have col
laborated very fruitfully with sectors medicine, energy research, comput
ing and networking and synchrotron
radiation - making use of their special
expertise and additional international
involvement. In some cases these
physicists have been the driving
force in such a collaboration, an
example being the European
Supercomputing Initiative.
Several major firms have recog
nized that developing high-tech
products for high energy physics is a
good thing and are prepared to invest
their own money.

Special

arrangements

There are frequent personnel
exchanges and consulting arrange
ments. Some firms (computing is a
good example) maintain a permanent
on-site presence at high energy
physics institutes. In addition many
other firms send specialists regularly
to major research centres. The
economic benefit of such activities
has not yet been assessed, but at
CERN there is now an attempt to
follow these activities more closely.
The Budker Institute in Russia is
supposed to earn half its income by
selling products to other research
institutes and to industry. They have
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The average age of CERN's scientific users is
around 25-30. While most of them (more than
60%) come from the four major CERN
Member States (France, Germany, Italy, UK),
the next largest contingents are from the US
and the ex-USSR countries, with the remaining
25% coming from the smaller CERN Member
States and elsewhere (Israel, India,....).

scientific 'users' and the community
is continuously changing. In this
framework the Laboratory provides
the infrastructure and the accelera
tors - for example at CERN, which
has the largest high energy physics
user community in the world, there
are only 100 pure research staff out
of a total complement of some 3,000.
In Russia and China, the institutes
form part of the respective acad
emies of sciences, of which the
research physicists are mostly
members and therefore belong to the
staff. Japan is an intermediate case.

Educational and
collaboration

developed a number of radiation
sources which can be applied in
different sectors, such as the chemi
cal industry and in waste suppression
or conversion.
The Institute produces custom-built
accelerators, and has successfully
exported to countries like Japan and
South Korea.
KEK (Japan) and DESY (Germany)
sell synchrotron radiation beam time.
KEK operates a cancer therapy
centre using its proton synchrotron.
Technologies developed there are
also used now in the dedicated
cancer therapy centre based on light
ions. Using intense synchrotron
radiation X-rays, DESY (and SLAC)
have developed non-invasive
angiography techniques.
A number of successful companies
can be traced to physics origins
('Silicon Valley' near Stanford being a
prime example). They are mostly
active in the fields of electronics,
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controls, software and measuring
devices.

The research

centres

Although particle physics worldwide
covers more than 200 university and
other institutes, it is centred on a few
major Laboratories in the US, Eu
rope, Russia, China and Japan.
These Laboratories reflect regional
patterns of science, education and
economic sophistication.
All of them are in the northern
hemisphere and most in highly
industrialized regions.
Because of the very different
economic environments, it is difficult
to compare the staffing levels of
different laboratories and the respon
sibilities of their personnel.
For this purpose staff and users
should be taken together. In Europe
and the US the research is done by

international

At CERN about a thousand new
scientific users 'enrol' each year.
Their age is on average around 2530 years. While most of them (more
than 60%) come from the four major
CERN Member States (France,
Germany, Italy, UK), the next largest
user contingents are from the US and
the ex-USSR countries, with the
remaining 25% coming from the
smaller CERN Member States and
elsewhere (Israel, India,....).
These students get thorough
"hands on" training in many different
technologies, project and quality
control, teamwork, languages, in a
highly competitive environment.
This experience is valuable in many
walks of life.
About two-thirds of these young
researchers finally turn to industry chemicals and pharmaceuticals,
communications, computing and
networking, traffic systems, medicine,
physics instrumentation, electronics,
energy research, patent engineer
ing,.... - as well as commerceinsurance, public relations and
media, sales,
However telecom
munications, computing and networkCERN Courier, April 1994

